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Abstract
Vaccination against the COVID-19 virus began in December 2020 in the UK and by the
end of March 2021 were running at 5% population/week. High Levels of social
restrictions were implemented for the third time in January 2021 to control the second
wave and the resulting in increases in hospitalisations and deaths. Easing those
restrictions must balance multiple priorities, weighing the risk of more deaths and
hospitalisations against damage done to mental health, incomes and standards of
living, education and provision of non-Covid-19 healthcare.
This study uses weekly and monthly reported data from 2020 and 2021 to estimate
the impact of seasonality and social restrictions on the spread of the virus, on the
economy and overall healthcare services. We use an SIR model to estimate how the
virus spreads. This takes account of the impact of the vaccination program and suitably
calibrated it tracks the historic growth trends in reported deaths closely. The model is
used to evaluate the consequences of different speeds of easing social restrictions.
The results show vaccinations are significantly reducing the number of hospitalisations
and deaths. The central estimate is that relative to rapid easing (essentially just leaving
in place from now on guidance on sensible behaviour – wash hands, wear masks, avoid
crowded indoor spaces) the avoided loss of life-years from a strategy of relatively slow
easing over the next 4 months comes at a cost in terms of GDP reduction of around
£0.4 million/life-year loss avoided. This is over 10 times higher than the usual limit the
NHS uses for spending against Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) saved.
Alternative assumptions for key factors affecting the spread of the virus give
significantly

different

trade-offs

between

costs

and

benefits

of

different

speeds of easing. But in most cases the results favour a somewhat faster
easing

of

restrictions

in

England

than

current

policy

implies,

at

least

if one uses valuation metrics commonly used for other government decisions.
Keywords: Covid-19; Cost Benefit Analysis, Life Years; GDP
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Introduction

The SARS-CoV-2 (Covid-19) virus has impacted all aspects of life in the UK, as
elsewhere in the world. The number of reported cases of related hospitalisations and
deaths rose rapidly once again at the end of 2020 across England and then fell rapidly
through February 2021. By the end of March 2021 vaccines against the virus have been
administered to around 30 million people across the UK; the rollout of the vaccines
looked likely to proceed rapidly through the Spring and beyond. It is likely that the
extensive restrictions on travel and social interactions introduced at the end of 2020,
and extended further early in 2021, have been the major factor behind the substantial
decline in the rate at which the virus was spreading. As those who have recently been
vaccinated gain some immunity, and as new doses are administered to more people,
the rollout of the vaccine will play an increasing role in driving down the R number –
the key factor behind the spread of the virus.

How fast restrictions should be eased as vaccinations bear down on the spread of
Covid-19 is a critical policy issue. It should depend on how the risks of infections,
hospitalisations and deaths are affected by easing restrictions - given the pace of
vaccinations and their likely effectiveness. However, assessing how many more people
might be infected and suffer serious illness if restrictions are eased sooner rather than
later cannot be the only factor that is relevant to policy. The great benefits that severe
restrictions bring is in reducing illness and deaths from the virus; but restrictions bring
costs and it is clear they are very large: the disruption to education will negatively affect
millions of young people for many years; the mental health and other distress that
isolation brings for people forced to stay home is likely to be significant now and into
the future; the number of businesses that will shed employees will rise the longer
severe restrictions are kept in place and the unemployment this will cause will do
significant harm to those who lose their jobs and struggle to find new ones.

Assessing the impact that easing restrictions at different rates might have on the
spread of the virus, hospitalisations and deaths is essential to the policy decision. But
it cannot, in itself, answer the policy questions because that should also depend upon
the costs of keeping restrictions in place. If all that mattered was the likely path of new
infections, hospitalisations and deaths then maximum caution would be the right
policy. But maximum caution comes at a high price. The damage to the wellbeing of
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the population from keeping restrictions in place needs to be weighed against the
damage from more Covid-19 related illness that an easing of restrictions may bring.
So while the sort of exercise which focuses solely on the spread of the virus and its
sensitivity to restrictions is invaluable (for example the 2021 SAGE report of Whittles
et al (1)), it cannot answer the urgent policy question.

This paper tries to bring an assessment of the costs and benefits of different strategies
for easing restrictions together to inform that urgent policy question. Using an SIR
model which takes account of vaccinations, seasonal factors and the impact of
restrictions, it simulates the impact upon infection rates and deaths from different
strategies for easing restrictions in England and sets those alongside an assessment of
the costs of different strategies. The SIR model makes the spread of the virus depend
upon the interactions between those infected and the susceptible population.
Interactions are greater the more people are infected and the larger is the population
of those susceptible. The key factor behind the growth of the virus is the R number
that is implied by an SIR model – the number that will become infected (on average)
by those currently infected. This can be reduced by restricting interaction (either
through voluntary actions or through government restrictions); it is also reduced if
vaccinations (as well as some immunity built up from those recovered from past
infection) effectively reduce the susceptible population. But restrictions bring costs.

Our strategy is to compare different speeds of easing restrictions measured against
the yardstick of a scenario in which restrictions (beyond general advice to wear masks,
wash hands, avoid being in crowded indoor spaces) are removed immediately. In each
case we estimate likely economic costs and Covid deaths of each strategy relative to
the base of removing restrictions straight away. This allows us to assess the trade-offs
that might be faced by slower or faster easing of rules.

We first consider the costs of different levels of restrictions. We then set out the way
we have calibrated the SIR model – and more specifically the R number – allowing for
the impact of varying restrictions on possible paths for infections and deaths. Finally,
we bring together an assessment of the costs and benefits of different scenarios for
easing restrictions.
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1. The costs of restrictions:

The costs of restrictions imposed to control the spread of the virus are not easy to
measure accurately. Many of those costs are likely to arise in the future – the damage
done to the life chances of young people whose education has been disrupted will be
incurred over long periods stretching far into the future. The Institute for Fiscal Studies
has estimated that this cost (assessed as the hit to the present value of cumulative
future earnings) may already run to something like £350 billion (2); nearly all of that
lies ahead of us. Businesses that will not be able to re-open after the pandemic has
past will create unemployment that is being masked by government schemes that have
stopped unemployment from rising significantly now. Research by Peter Lambert and
John Van Reenan of the London School of Economics (3) suggests that around nine
hundred thousand firms – mainly smaller businesses that employ around 2.5 million
people – were at significant risk of not being viable by mid-2021. The extent to which
that risk crystallizes will depend on how and when restrictions are eased. The damage
that unemployment and disrupted education brings goes beyond the lower incomes
(lost GDP) now and into the future – the damage to the physical and mental health of
reduced employment chances is imperfectly reflected by a calculation of lost
aggregate output. Work by Carol Propper of Imperial College suggests that the rise in
unemployment in the UK that came in the wake of the global financial crisis of 200708 increased the number of people in the UK with chronic health problems by around
900,000 (4). It is plausible that the rise in unemployment that comes about as a result
of Covid-19, and the restrictions imposed to deal with it, may be of the same order of
magnitude. Much of this damage to the welfare of people would have occurred even
without any government restrictions. It is only that part of the costs of the pandemic
that came from restrictions that should be weighed up against the benefits that such
restrictions bring.

Thus, there are two formidable measurement issues that arise in assessing what costs
come from restrictions – first what are the scale of the many different costs, which
spread far into the future, from the virus (over and above the direct costs to the health
of those infected) and, second, how much of those costs are due to government
restrictions and how many would have arisen even without such restrictions because
of voluntary changes in behaviour from a cautious public.
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Our strategy is to take a very narrow definition of costs, simply focusing on the value
of total incomes (that is Gross Domestic Product (GDP)) lost as a result of government
restrictions during the months when they were in place. This will generate an estimate
of the damage that is likely to substantially underestimate long-run costs. It would
only be a central estimate of economic costs if the impact of restrictions is only felt
while they are in place and that once they are lifted economic activity returns to its
pre-pandemic path. Recent Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) estimates suggest
that the economic damage from Covid-19, and restrictions taken to counter its effects,
will last for many years; they suggest incomes will be 3% lower even in the long term.

UK GDP fell dramatically below its pre-pandemic levels in the months during which a
high level of government restrictions were in place after they were introduced in the
second half of March of 2020. (See the appendix for details of when restrictions were
introduced and relaxed). The highest level of restrictions remained largely in place until
early June 2020. During the whole of April and May of 2020 severe restrictions were in
place when the message from the government was clear – ‘stay at home’. During those
months GDP was around 22% lower than in the corresponding months of 2019.

Restrictions were eased significantly between June and August of 2020. Over those
three months, GDP recovered so that on average it was around 10% below the levels
of the corresponding months of 2019.

By early Autumn of 2020, at which point restrictions had been relaxed to a level as low
as they were to reach in 2020, GDP was around 6% lower than for the same months of
2019. The tightening in restrictions that came at the end of 2020 had yet to have its
full impact on UK GDP by December 2020 and it seems likely that output in the first
quarter of 2021 was significantly further below the pre-pandemic level than in the
Autumn of 2020.

It would be a very substantial overestimate of the immediate GDP cost of restrictions
to attribute all these falls in UK incomes to government restrictions. It is clear that fear
of the virus would have caused the majority of people, and businesses, to change
behaviour even had the government not imposed restrictions. But there is a good deal
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of evidence that government restrictions will have reduced economic activity to a
much greater extent than if people had been left to make their own decisions. The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) has recently summarised the extensive evidence
from many countries on the relative impacts of government restrictions and of
individual cautiousness in accounting for declines in economic activity. In chapter 2 of
the October 2020 World Economic Outlook the results of IMF analysis are summarised
thus:

“…..countries that endured more stringent lockdowns experienced larger
growth declines relative to pre–COVID-19 forecasts, even after controlling for
the severity of the local epidemic. The chapter then assesses the impact of
lockdowns using high-frequency proxies for economic activity, namely mobility
indicators provided by Google and job postings provided by the website
Indeed. Regression results show that lockdowns have a considerable negative
effect on economic activity. Nonetheless, voluntary social distancing in
response to rising COVID-19 infections can also have strong detrimental effects
on the economy. The analysis suggests that lockdowns and voluntary social
distancing played a near comparable role in driving the economic recession”

IMF research suggests that just under one half of the ‘hit’ to economic activity might
have come about as a result of government restrictions rather than voluntary social
distancing. Applying that evidence, along with the record on what happened to GDP
in the UK, we use the following assumptions for the effect of restrictions on immediate
levels of GDP:

TABLE 1: GDP IMPACT OF DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SOCIAL RESTRICTION
Level

of

Social Impact

Restrictions

on

the Impact

on

the The

overall

level of GDP from level of GDP from impact on GDP
restrictions

voluntary caution

High

-10%

-10%

-20%

Medium

-5%

-5%

-10%

Low

-2%

-2%

-4%
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We stress again that in only taking the immediate hit to GDP from restrictions we are
taking a narrow measure of their costs and erring on the side of underestimating their
harm. We make no allowance for the indirect harm to health and welfare that
restrictions may have created. It is clear that the response to the pandemic has
disrupted the provision of non-Covid general healthcare and those costs may last for
many years. For example:

•

The number of patients awaiting elective treatment was at an all-time high of 4.46
million in November 2020 (5)

•

There have been large reductions in Primary care contacts for many conditions
including diabetic emergencies, depression, self-harm, stroke, anxiety, transient
ischaemic attack, heart failure, myocardial infarction, unstable angina, and asthma
exacerbation. (6)

•

40,000 fewer patients started cancer treatment across the UK in 2020, driven largely
by a reduction in cancer diagnoses during the year. (7)

•

As noted above the impact of job losses goes beyond the immediate loss of output
from those not working. Higher unemployment has consistently been found to
have a negative impact on a range of physical health and mental health outcomes
through poverty, stress, unhealthy behaviours, and risk of future unemployment
perpetuating negative cycles. Health consequences of unemployment are likely to
increase with its duration (8).

But there are some benefits of restrictions that we also do not take account of –
pollution levels seem to have been lower during the periods of greatest restrictions on
travel; cleaner air will have created health benefits. GDP lost is a crude proxy for
immediate economic costs of restrictions and greater home production of many goods
will mean that the true value of productive activity will have fallen less than market
values of transactions that GDP mostly comprise. For some of those not working during
lockdowns the greater leisure will have value – though probably less than leisure taken
when restrictions were lower. One potentially significant long-term side effect of
restrictions is that it has forced companies and their employees to experiment with
alternative methods of working, of producing and of selling goods. Greater flexibility
about working from home may be one positive side effect of Covid restrictions. We
have not allowed for such benefits.
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2. Modelling the spread of the virus

The effective R number is the key to how the virus spreads. It tells us how many new
infections will be generated by the current group who are infected (I). An SIR model
makes the effective R value at a point in time reflect the numbers susceptible (S) as a
share of the population and the interactions between them and the infected.

We take account of a wide range of factors influencing the rate at which new infections
occur and the health costs associated with them. Restrictions and a degree of natural
caution (voluntary social distancing) have a significant effect on the rate at which the
virus spreads and both bear down on the average number of new infections created
by a single infected individual (the effective R number). Accumulated immunity coming both from past infections and from vaccinations – reduces the susceptible
population and brings down the R number. Vaccine rollout is likely to play a major role
in determining the course of the virus in the future. Seasonal factors appear to play
some role.

Our model is essentially one which makes assumptions about how this R value is
impacted by restrictions and by seasonal factors. It accounts for the reduction in the
effective R number as immunity builds up from vaccinations and from any immunity
the recovered have. We do this by keeping track of the numbers vaccinated and
recovered from being infected. We draw a distinction between the R number which
would exist at a point in time if there was no immunity (R0) and then calculate the
effective R number by scaling that downwards to the extent that immunity makes the
effective susceptible population lower than the current non-infected population.

Restrictions reduce R by decreasing interactions between the infected and the
susceptible. Easing restrictions will tend to increase R.

The easing of restrictions in the UK was considered at the Eightieth SAGE meeting on
COVID-19, 11 February 2021 (9) and described in the report on modelling scenarios
for the easing of restrictions, (10). This drew heavily on work undertaken at Imperial
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College and Warwick University. These reports suggest that a rapid easing would bring
on a 3rd wave of the virus causing in the worst case an estimated further 170,000 deaths
on the basis that the R-value (excluding the effects of some immunity having built-up)
would rise to 3 or even 4. Those values are plausible levels for R at the beginning of
2020 when the virus arrived in the UK but before anyone was aware of risks. It seems,
however, unlikely that even if government restrictions were eased quickly the R-value
(excluding immunity) would return to such levels. People are unlikely to believe all risk
is gone when they would be reminded every day of new infections and deaths.

As we describe below we use a somewhat lower estimate of what R will become when
government restrictions are eased. We also factor in the impact of vaccinations and
seasonality which already have played some role in the path of the virus. We allow for
both factors to influence how the R number evolves in the scenarios for easing
restrictions.

The UK was the first country to approve vaccines for use in the general population and
began on 8 December 2020, shortly after the British regulator, the Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), granted emergency authorisation to
Pfizer–BioNTech vaccine. The Oxford–AstraZeneca vaccinations began on 4 January
2021 shortly after approval; the Moderna vaccine was approved on 8 January 2021.
There are other COVID-19 vaccines at varying stages of development. Most of these
require 2 rounds of vaccination to achieve maximum effectiveness. Since February, an
average of around 2.4 million vaccinations are being given each week in England.

Our base assumption is that vaccines affect both the probability of onward
transmission and the chances of avoiding serious morbidity equally. We assume that
the first dose gives a 65% reduction in both risks with a further smaller reduction of
20% at the second dose. This is somewhat lower than some estimates of vaccine
effectiveness (see, for example, 11); but it looks a plausible central estimate based on
Table 4 in (1).

Overall, uptake of the COVID-19 vaccination programme has exceeded expectations,
with 93% uptake in those over 75 years of age (12). The base model we use for
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simulations sets uptake at 90% for Group 1 (aged over 65) and 80% for group 2 (aged
under 65).

The last 12 months of infections with the SARS-CoV-2 virus have shown month by
month patterns seen in seasonal respiratory viruses; poor outcome risks are higher in
the older and less well and fluctuation in infection rates appears significantly related
to the season. Pathogen Seasonality presents as a variation in pathogens’ effective
reproductive number, which reflects the pathogen persistence, contact patterns or
host susceptibility. Physical factors generally considered to affect virus persistence are
temperature, humidity, and sunlight (13). The Ultraviolet (UV) sensitivity of
coronaviruses and SARS-CoV-2 indicates that a proportion of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
might be inactivated after being exposed to sunlight during summer in most world
cities.

We assume that risks of hospitalisation and death for the newly infected depend on
age, using fairly crude compartmentalisation into those at high risk of serious illness
and death (age over 65) and those at relatively low risk (age under 65).

In the next section we describe how we parameterised the impact of various factors
on the R number and then and assess their plausibility by how well they account for
the past evidence on the course of the pandemic in the UK.

Establishing an R number

Our strategy is to take government data on the effective R number over time and from
that make plausible estimates of how it has varied with the impact of seasonality and
restrictions. We make use of government estimates of current effective R-values,
published weekly from 27th May 2020 (14). We used these estimates and scaled up to
an R0 equivalent – that is the R number were all people to have been susceptible. The
transition between R0 and effective R values is made by adjusting for the percentage
of the population remaining susceptible; the effective R number is R0 multiplied by
the proportion of the population that is susceptible i.e. the total population minus
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those vaccinated (adjusted by the assumed effectiveness of vaccination) and minus
those with an assumed immunity from past infections. The estimated level of immunity
we use is based on government estimates reported by the ONS (15)

We divided the year into 4 three-month seasons that correspond to the normal periods
where there are broadly similar environmental and social characteristics including
expected holidays, school closures etc. These were SUMMER (June, July and August),
AUTUMN (September, October, and November), WINTER (December, January, and
February) and SPRING (March, April, and May). A twelve-month scale was considered
but there was insufficient evidence to quantify changes at that level of granularity.
Historic R-value data was available for summer, autumn and winter of 2020; data for
Spring 2020 was less reliable.

A wide range of social restrictions has been mandated over the period and these will
have had varying effects on R. A simple three-level classification of government social
restrictions (Low (LO), Medium (MED), High (HI)) was used. The exact nature of
restrictions within these classes might vary – Appendix 1 shows how we have allocated
periods since February 2020 to the three classifications based on the nature and extent
of restrictions (in terms of any additional school closures, restrictions in retail,
hospitality, leisure, sport, travel and personal social restrictions). LO is considered as a
new normal even after easing of legal restrictions is complete as guidance on
maintaining social distancing, wearing of masks and working from home are expected
to continue into the medium term.

We allocated an R0 value to each of the 12 level variants of Seasonality and Social
Restriction based on the historical evidence, and where not available interpolation
across the missing elements. Figure 1 shows the values we are trying to match for the
R number – the mid point of the range for each week is the central government
estimate for what the effective R number was at that time. (Table 2 below shows what
we set the R(0) number to be for each season and for each level of restriction).

We model the disease cycle time so that the number infected each week depends on
the R number multiplied by the number who were infectious in the previous week. We
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assume all people who have not been vaccinated or infected in the past are equally
likely to become infected and have the same propensity to pass on the virus (including
those under 16 years of age). We have used a lag of 7 days between the period when
someone becomes infectious and their infecting another person. The World Health
Organisation put the peak infection point at 6 days after infection. The UK government
self-isolation policy implies that after 10 days of being initially infected there remains
a low risk of further infectiousness. The SAGE advisory group use a central estimate of
4.6 days latency for those infected and a 2.1 day further period for the asymptomatic
and 4.0 days for the symptomatic; this seems to imply a period of being infectious of
between 6.7 – 8.6 days after infection.

We take the 7-day infectiousness period as our base case but also consider the
possibility of a 14-day infectiousness period.

We assume that some proportion of those who are infected are hospitalised, and that
happens one week after they show symptoms. We assume that those who die with the
virus do so two weeks after they are infectious and become ill. SAGE papers suggest
an average lag between the onset of serious illness and death of 5 days (for those not
hospitalised) and 10 days (for those hospitalised). Our 7-day figure is around the
average of those figures.

We also allow for infections coming from the rest of the world into the UK. We assume
a fixed number of new infections arrive each week (independent of local levels of the
infection); we chose that fixed arrival rate to match the model prediction against
recorded levels of infections and deaths in 2020. We set the number of imported
infections at 200 a week.

The model predictions can be compared with data on how the virus seems to have
spread in England and the deaths that it may have caused. The government reports
data daily on numbers of people admitted to hospital who tested positive for COVID19 in the 14 days before admission, and those who tested positive in hospital after
admission. These aggregate figures are reported daily for England (17), along with their
age profile.
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The total number of deaths of people who had had a positive test result for COVID-19
and died within 28 days of the first positive test reported are also recorded daily along
with their age profile (18).

The data may overstate the true number where COVID was the underlying cause of
hospitalisation or death. The monthly excess deaths as published by the ONS (19) show
a significant shortfall between the number of non-Covid deaths registered and the
average for the previous 5 years.

4. Model Validation

Figure 1 shows the published ranges for the effective R rate from May 2020 to Jan
2021. The mid-point of that range is shown within each range by a tick. At each point,
we take the data on estimated immunity and use that to adjust the mid-point of the
range upwards to get an R0 value. The colour of each of those points (or blobs) reflects
our assessment of the level of restrictions in place at that time. In July and August
2020, after the ending of most social restrictions in June 2020 (and which we classify
as restriction level LO), our central estimate of the base R Values (R0) remained just below
1; in May and June, with some moderate restrictions (which we classify as MED) the
central estimate of the R-value was around 0.8.

There are no government estimates yet for the R values provided for the key spring
months Mar-April-May (either for 2020 or yet for 2021). Autumn and winter R
estimated values are available. A reasonable assumption is that in the spring months
R values would lie between winter and summer values.

Based on the data in Figure 1 we assume that the way in which the R0 value has varied
with restrictions and with the season is as shown in Table 2.
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FIGURE 1 WEEKLY PUBLISHED R VALUES RANGE WITH THE MIDPOINT UPLIFTED FOR
THE CURRENT LEVEL OF IMMUNITY TO GENERATE R0.
COLOURS OF BLOBS SHOW ESTIMATED LEVELS OF SOCIAL RESTRICTIONS; FIGURES ALONGSIDE THE
MONTHLY BLOBS ARE THE R0 ESTIMATES TO 1 DECIMAL PLACE

TABLE 2: CENTRAL ESTIMATE FOR BASE REPRODUCTION VALUE (EXCLUDING
INCREASED IMMUNITY) USED IN MODEL
R-Value excl immunity

SEASON
SPRING

SUMMER

AUTUMN

WINTER

SOCIAL

LO

1.8

0.9

2.0

2.0

RESTRICTION

MED

1.2

0.8

1.4

1.4

LEVEL

HI

0.8

0.6

1.0

1.0

Figure 2 illustrates the large variation in mortality risk level associated with age; the
oldest 18% of the population accounted for 14% of the cases but 90% of the deaths,
a 50 fold higher case fatality risk compared to the other group with 82% of the
population and 10% of the deaths.
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Appendix 2 shows all the model parameters we use for simulations. Using the
parameters set out in Table 2 we ran the model through 2020 comparing results with
actual recorded data.
To validate the assumptions, the model simulation was started once on 21st January
2020 and a weekly number of fresh external infections was set at 200 per week to
initiate the pandemic. It was also started again on 10th January 2021, where a start
value of total current cases was estimated at 800,000, based on the ONS population
survey and ZOE-app reports and historic total infected cases were estimated at 8
million based on the 15.9% serology values at the start of January, plus estimated
immunity from the 1.3 million vaccinations given in December adjusted for assumed
effectiveness. Figures 3 a and b show that the model results track the recorded death
data for both 2020 and the first two months of 2021 closely; the R squared values
between model predictions and data was greater than 0.95 for both 2020 and 2021.
FIGURE 2: POPULATION AT RISK OF INFECTION, HOSPITALISATION AND DEATH BY AGE
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FIGURE 3: ACTUAL REPORTED DEATHS VS MODEL PREDICTED A) START 1st JAN 2020
B) START 3rd JAN 2021

5. Scenarios for 2021 from March

The model was then run forward to estimate the number of deaths expected in the
period March to August 2021 under four different scenarios for the timing of easing
restrictions. Due to the lag between infection and deaths, changes in social restriction
at the beginning of March do not have an impact until the end of March.

The four Scenarios for different speeds of lifting Social Restrictions over the next 6
months are shown in Table 3. Scenario II (Long Transition) is an approximation to the
current government strategy (as of mid-March) – Appendix 1 gives details. The
outcomes in terms of likely life-years gained relative to a case of immediate moving
to LO restrictions were calculated.
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TABLE 3: SCENARIOS

FOR DIFFERENT

SPEEDS IN REDUCING SOCIAL

RESTRICTIONS
LEVEL OF SOCIAL RESTRICTION (weeks)
SCENARIO

High

Medium

Low

(HI)

(MED)

(LO)

Base- No Transition (Low from start March)

26

I - Short Transition (2 months Medium)
II - Long Transition (4 weeks High then 12 weeks

4

8

18

12

10

stepped reduction - Medium)
III – Keep at High for 26 weeks

26

0

To calculate life years lost from deaths over the period from March under different
scenarios we calculated and applied an average loss of remaining years of life from
those aged over 65 of 8.1 years and for those aged under 65 of 27 years. These were
full life expectancy years lost with no account made for any life-shortening due to
comorbidities or quality of life impairments due to disabilities. In previous work, we
have shown such adjustments might be of the order of 50%. (20)

Variations to the base case

There is significant uncertainty about several factors that affect the spread of the virus.
No strong policy conclusions should be made based on a single best guess for these
factors. So we considered several variations and sensitivities to our base case setting
of key parameters.

i.

Seasonality: We considered the impact of assuming that March may be closer
to winter than summer in terms of the seasonal effect on R

ii.

Virus Variants: We allowed for all R-values to be increased by 10% and
simulations with the infectious period to be twice as long, at 14 days.

iii.

Vaccine: We allowed for vaccine effectiveness to be lower at 50% and 15% (for
doses 1 and 2) against the base case of 65% and 20% and a slower rollout
reducing to 2,000,000/week.
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iv.

The worst-case scenario is included using a combination of the above variants
being simultaneously applied.

v.

An upside scenario was evaluated with the vaccine being more effective and the
vaccination rate increasing.

6. Cost-benefit analysis:

Figure 4 shows central estimates of deaths recorded under different scenarios listed in
Table 3 for easing restrictions and using the base case assumptions over seasonality,
vaccine rollout and its effectiveness. Table 2 showed how the assumptions for R varies
with restrictions and season. These simulations adjust the susceptible population week
by week based on vaccine rollout and immunity assumed to be acquired from the
history of infections.

Table 4 shows estimates of hospitalisations, deaths, life years lost, and GDP lost from
restrictions for the four scenarios. For months when LO restrictions are in force GDP is
lower by 2% as a result of those restrictions; this is relative to an assumed path where
annual GDP for England is £1.9 trillion and weekly GDP is £37 billion. For months with
MED restrictions, the level of GDP is lower by 5% and when restrictions are HI it is lower
by 10%.
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FIGURE 4: FUTURE DEATHS OVER NEXT 6 MONTH FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

Using as a base an assumed immediate move to LO restrictions (from March) we can
calculate extra lost years of life and extra lost incomes. The ratio of the two is the final
column – this is a measure of lost GDP (or incomes) per life-year saved. We stress that
the immediate easing of restrictions is simply the base scenario against which other

scenarios are judged; we do not assume it is an optimal strategy.

TABLE 4: SCENARIOS FOR MARCH-AUGUST 2021 (the ?wHI-?wMED-?wLO refer to
the number of weeks at each level of social restrictions in that scenario)
SCENARIO:
Duration

Social

Restrictions

GDP

Total

Hospital

PCR

Life Years

GDP /Life

Change

Cases

Admissio

Positive

Lost

Year

n

Deaths

£b

saved
Base £k

Base:

0wHI-0wMED-

-£19

1,002,400

27,840

7,160

84,050

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

-£28

256,420

9,210

2,960

34,690

-£178

II: 4wHI-12wMED-10wLO

-£44

149,580

6,450

2,310

27,300

-£437

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

-£95

144,760

6,310

2,280

26,920

-£1,330

26wLO
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vs

Compared to the base of the immediate ending of most restrictions (that is an
immediate level of LO restrictions from the start of March, which starts to affect
infections from April) keeping restrictions at the HI level for six months would over the
26 weeks reduce hospital admission by around 21,500 and reduce the number of
deaths by 4,900; 57,130 fewer life years are lost. The extra restrictions mean GDP is
estimated to be lower by about £76 billion, relative to a base of immediate easing. The
(narrowly defined) cost per expected life-year gained is around £1.3 million. Easing
restrictions gradually would generate a cost per life-year saved of either around
£178,000 or £437,000 (for scenarios I and II).

Non-Covid-19 Health service Impact and Long Covid

The average monthly level of healthcare provision grouped by level of social restriction
is shown in Table 5. In those months where the social restriction was highest, the
activity level even in those services with high urgency was well below previous years
and lower than other months with lower social restrictions. Even if some part of this
could be a direct consequence of managing the pandemic, a part may be due to the
levels of social restrictions. Faster easing of these social restrictions might accelerate
dealing with the significant backlog of cases.

But against that possible benefit of greater provision of health care if restrictions are
eased more rapidly is the cost, beyond lives lost, of lingering health problems for those
who survive Covid. How many people are affected by Long Covid, and crucially for how
long, is something about which there is huge uncertainty. The National Institute for
Health Research in its March 2021 report “Living with Covid 19” reports that for those
who were admitted to hospital, between 50% and 89% have at least one enduring
symptom after two months.
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TABLE 5: AVERAGE MONTHLY ACTIVITY DURING PANDEMIC MONTHS IN 2020
ALLOCATED TO THEIR LEVELS OF SOCIAL RESTRICTION (% is this year as % of
average activity in the same months in the previous 2 years)
Social
Restriction
Level
HI

HOSPITAL:

HOSPITAL:

HOSPITAL: 1st

PRIMARY

A&E

Emergency

Outpatient

CARE:

Attendances

Admissions

referrals

Appointments

(million)

(thousand)

(thousand)

(million)

1.2

405

508

21

(60%)

(74%)

(44%)

(78%)

5

1.5

457

785

31

(Mar, Jun, Sep, Oct)

(75%)

(85%)

(71%)

(96%)

2

1.7

473

756

22

(Jul, Aug)

(80%)

(89%)

(63%)

(86%)

Total

Number

of

Months
4
(Apr,

May,

Nov,

GP

Jan21)
MED
LO

It is very hard to know whether the extra costs of Long Covid from a more rapid easing
of restrictions is larger than or smaller than possible health benefits of restrictions
being eased faster that increases access to medical care for non-Covid conditions.

7. More adverse Scenarios

Results from using more adverse assumptions are shown in Table 6. The final
alternative scenario (and the only one that is less adverse than the base case) is where
vaccine effectiveness is higher. There is considerable upside potential if vaccine
effectiveness is higher and if delivery is speeded up. This suggests that at those higher
levels of effectiveness the immediate removal of social restrictions would lead to less
than half as many deaths.
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TABLE 6: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (the ?wHI-?wMED-?wLO refer to the number of
weeks at each level of social restrictions in that scenario)
SCENARIO:

Total Cases

Duration Social Restrictions

Hospital

PCR

Life

Admissions

Positive

Lost

Years

Deaths

GDP/Life
Year saved
vs Base £k

1. Seasonality Colder March = Winter Reproduction Rates
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

1,393,750

37,670

9,400

110,140

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

342,510

11,440

3,470

40,640

-£127

II: 4wHI-12wMED-9wLO

190,210

7,500

2,560

30,110

-£310

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

180,460

7,240

2,490

29,410

-£941

2. Virus Base Reproduction Rate Increases: +10%
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

2,916,120

78,830

19,530

228,310

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

624,520

21,370

6,490

75,820

-£58

II: 4wHI-12wMED-9wLO

333,800

13,840

4,740

55,680

-£144

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

320,740

13,490

4,660

54,760

-£438

3. The virus remains Infectious: 14 days
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

1,456,970

38,820

9,440

111,280

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

443,400

13,800

3,850

45,170

-£133

II: 4wHI-12wMED-9wLO

241,050

8,680

2,680

31,560

-£311

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

218,960

8,120

2,550

30,080

-£936

4. Vaccine Effectiveness falls to Round 1: 50% + Round 2: 15%
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

2,081,050

62,660

16,900

184,310

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

370,190

13,920

4,630

50,800

-£66

II: 4wHI-12wMED-9wLO

189,260

8,700

3,300

36,440

-£168

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

179,500

8,400

3,220

35,610

-£511

5. Vaccination Delivery Rate falls to 2,000,000/week
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

1,401,100

36,800

8,980

107,080

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

289,670

9,950

3,100

36,560

-£125

II: 4wHI-12wMED-9wLO

158,170

6,640

2,340

27,760

-£313

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

151,470

6,460

2,300

27,280

-£952

6. Worst Case (1,2,4,5 together)
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

4,026,910

107,130

26,050

303,740

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

865,750

27,620

7,960

92,580

-£42

II: 4wHI-12wMED-10wLO

440,700

16,620

5,390

63,140

-£103

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

411,320

15,870

5,220

61,140

-£313

7. OPPORTUNITY Vaccine Effectiveness Round1=80% Round2=10% & Delivery 3,000,000/wk
Base: 0wHI-0wMED-26wLO

432,320

12,200

3,150

39,640

I: 0wHI-8wMED-18wLO

171,610

6,030

1,830

23,510

-£546

II: 4wHI-12wMED-9wLO

113,860

4,660

1,530

19,940

-£1,259

III: 26wHI-0wMED-0wLO

111,980

4,590

1,510

19,750

-£3,821
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8. Discussion

Easing restrictions comes at a cost – more people will be infected and more die than
if restrictions are kept in place. But keeping restrictions at the level they were in
February 2021 (with all schools and universities effectively shut; non-essential shops
closed; restaurants, bars and most entertainment venues empty; travel heavily
restricted and social distancing in place wherever feasible) also generates great costs.
We have taken a narrow estimate of those costs looking only at lost incomes (that is
GDP) that come only when restrictions are in place. We use that to calculate a narrow
(and likely understated) cost per potential life-year saved for various policy scenarios.
The cost per life-year saved of more gradual easing of restrictions relative to a strategy
of rapidly easing restrictions depends very much on just how gradually restrictions are
eased and also on a range of factors reflecting, amongst other things, seasonality, the
effectiveness of vaccines and how quickly they are rolled out. There is uncertainty
about all those factors; that is why we consider several alternative sets of assumptions
and these give a fairly wide range for the trade-offs between costs and benefits of
different easing strategies. These trade-offs are summarised by the implied cost per
life-year saved of slower easing of restrictions. Tables 4 and 6 show that those range
from £1.3 million per life-year saved to a little under £50,000 per life-year saved.

The rule used in the National Health Service for the effectiveness of medical treatments
is that cost per life-year saved from treatment should be no higher than £30,000. Based
on that rule the expected costs of a very slow easing of restrictions over the next 6
months seems higher than its likely benefits. Some government departments use an
acceptable resource cost per extra healthy year of life saved at a higher level of £60,000.
Even on that basis a somewhat faster easing of restrictions than current government
plans seem to imply looks warranted.

Easing restrictions faster generates risks and it may need to be reversed. But there are
inevitably risks with any strategy. If one considered that any reversal of an easing of
restrictions was itself hugely costly then clearly a more cautious pace of easing is
warranted. But to attach a huge weight to any reversal has some unwelcome
implications. It is certainly possible that later this year new mutations of the virus might
come to the UK (21) and if they are especially virulent/life-threatening, tighter
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restrictions than those that have been in place in February could become warranted.
Yet to tighten restrictions to the level that could become warranted simply to avoid
ever having to tighten restrictions again would be a bizarre strategy that itself entails
huge inherent risks.

The current strategy of relatively slow easing comes at a cost in terms of GDP reduction
of up to £400,000/life-year - over 10 times higher than the normal public health
expenditure limit used to evaluate health resources spent against Quality Adjusted Life
Years saved. This should be taken into account in any future policy decisions.
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APPENDIX 1: PANDEMIC POLICY TIMELINE AND ASSOCIATED LEVELS OF SOCIAL
RESTRICTION AND SEASON
Month

Key Date

January

1

January

Level

Season

WHO Declare a global emergency

WINTER

28

A passenger on the Diamond Princess became the first

WINTER

February

Briton to die from the virus

15 March

Health Secretary urges UK residents over the age of 70 plus

2020
February
March

LO

SPRING

HI

SPRING

HI

SPRING

HI

SPRING

MED

SUMME

with certain health conditions to self-isolate for "a very long
time" to shield them from coronavirus. Prime Minister
advises against "non-essential" travel and contact with
others, as well as work from home if possible and avoid
visiting social venues.
23 March

England in national lockdown, all non-essential high street
businesses closed and people were ordered to stay home,
permitted to leave for essential purposes only. Schools
closed

April
May

10 May

Prime Minister asked those who could not work from home
to go back to work, avoid public transport if possible; and
encouraged "unlimited amounts" of outdoor exercise, and
allow driving to outdoor destinations within England. "Stay
at Home" slogan changed to "Stay Alert".

June

1 June

Outdoor sports amenities and outdoor non-food markets
reopen. Prohibitions on leaving home replaced by a

R

prohibition on staying overnight away. Gatherings from
more than one household limited to six people outdoors and
are prohibited entirely indoors, with exceptions including
education. Primary schools reopened and secondary
followed on 15th
July

4 July

Most lockdown restrictions lifted. Hospitality businesses

LO

permitted to reopen. New health and safety guidance on
operating

businesses

“COVID

securely”

SUMME
R

published.

Gatherings up to thirty people legally permitted, still
recommending people avoid gatherings larger than six.
August

15 August

Anyone returning from France required to self-isolate for

Septemb

14

Gatherings restriction tightened, prohibited from meeting

er

September

more than six people socially in both indoor and outdoor

LO

fourteen days

SUMME
R

MED

AUTUM
N

spaces. Pubs, bars. restaurants shut 10pm-6am. Schools
reopened. Universities reopened but with contact restricted
October

12 October

The three-tier legal framework introduced in England.

MED

Novemb

5

Second national lockdown; non-essential high street

HI

er

November

businesses closed, people prohibited from meeting those

AUTUM
N
AUTUM
N

not in their support bubble inside. Schools continued
Decemb

2

Tier system reintroduced. Stricter restrictions on hospitality

er

December

businesses and most areas placed in tier 2&3

MED
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WINTER

January

6

January

2021

National restrictions reintroduced. People told to “stay

HI

WINTER

HI

WINTER

HI

SPRING

MED

SPRING

MED

SPRING

LO

SUMME

home”. Unlike the second lockdown, leaving home for
outdoor recreation is banned. Schools closed again

February

As in January

CURRENT PUBLISHED GOVERNMENT PLAN
March

Reopening of schools and further education allowing faceto-face teaching; from 29 March (at earliest) people no
longer legally required to stay at home.

April

From (at earliest) 12 April opening of non-essential retail,
pubs and restaurants outdoors, personal care, indoor leisure
facilities such as gyms

May

From mid-May (at earliest) restrictions on meetings
outdoors will be lifted, friends and family can meet indoors,
reopen pubs and restaurants indoors, along with cinemas
and children’s play areas, hotels, hostels, and B&Bs.

June

From

21

Remove all legal limits on social contact, and on weddings

June

(at

and other life events, re-open everything up to and including

earliest)

R

nightclubs, and theatre performances

We characterise this plan as being 4 weeks (March 2020) of HI; 12 weeks (April, May and
up to June 21) as MED and thereafter LO.
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APPENDIX 2: FACTORS APPLIED IN MODEL
MODEL FACTORS – England
Expected GDP (PRE PANDEMIC)

£1,900

Population

56,000,000

Vaccination Rate

2,500,000

/week

External Infections

200

cases/week

Vaccine Effectiveness

1st Round

65%

2nd Round

20%

Gap between 1st and 2nd VAX

billion

12

Weeks

New Case (Infectious)

From infection

7

Days

Hospitalisation

From case

7

days

Death

From case

14

Days

Split by Age >65

Group1

Group2

Population

18%

82%

Overall

Accept Vaccination

population

90%

80%

82%

Cases

Of total cases

14%

86%

Hospital Admission Rate

Of cases

16%

1.5%

3.5%

Mortality Rate

Of cases

6%

0.12%

1.0%

Lost Life Years/Death

/deaths

8.1

27.0

10
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